Synthesis of N-succinyl- and N-glutaryl-chitosan derivatives and their antioxidant, antiplatelet, and anticoagulant activity.
The effects of temperature, reactant ratio, pH, and reaction time were studied on the polymers formed by the reactions of succinic and glutaric anhydrides with chitosan under both homogeneous and heterogeneous conditions. As a result, protocols were developed for the synthesis of succinyl- and glutaryl-chitosan derivatives (SC and GC, respectively) with a specific degree of substitution. The polymers were characterized by NMR spectroscopy, including two-dimensional NMR techniques, that confirms N-substitution of chitosan under reaction conditions used. SC and GC both show pronounced and similar antioxidant activity, which slightly increases with an increase in the degree of substitution. Both SC and GC showed antiplatelet and anticoagulant activity. The platelet aggregation is suppressed more strongly in the experiments with GC than with SC, although the latter exhibits a more pronounced anticoagulant activity.